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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to the supervision of ombudsman against issuing a permit a disorder ( hinder ordonantie ) by bpmp the city of bandar lampung. An approach to a problem that is used in research is the approach normative and approach the empiric. The research results show that: a ) the implementation mechanism of issuing a permit a disorder ( hinder ordonantie ) by bpmp the city of bandar lampung stipulated in the regulation of mayor no.66 / 2011 about standard operating procedures on the issuance of licensing board of investment and licensing. The process of issuing a permit of a nuisance is 7 a weekday on which were calculated from the beam licensing administration declared complete and genuine. B ) supervision ombudsman against issuing a permit a disorder ( hinder ordonantie ) by bpmp the city of bandar lampung associated with the activities of public service pay attention to 3 aspects which namely a means of infrastructure human resources and special findings. Based on the results of the ombudsman against the licensing of disturbance permit applied yet to say all right.
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